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…you could go on
with this
metaanalysis
forever. But I
would like to
show you that in
the middle…

…happiness
cannot be pinned
down, it is evasive.
It's the same
way that in the
middle…

…brain to always
think straight. I'll
give you an
illustration of this:
In the middle...

…French
intellectuals
ridiculing these
things. And admittedly - when
you look at the
middle…

…coffee which
makes you both
happy and excited.
How many of
you would prefer
that to tea? I think
it's just like when
the middle…

…mirror can stop
us from being so
unbelievably
disrespectful.
(Applause.) Thank
you very much .
It's just that in the
middle…

…choice to believe
health data of the
United States or
not. You know, in
the middle…

…patient who
hated art. I told
him "you don't
have to worry
about it", because
in the middle…

…data to create
beautiful statistics.
All of a sudden ,
people noticed
that in the
middle…

…middle of the
crisis, money
already starts
flowing in again
et cetera, et
cetera . Imagine
that: Right in the
middle...

…you will see this
idea stretching
everyone's spark
the imagination.
(Applause.) Thank
you very much . I
want to use this
data…

…happiness is not
something we can
learn of the
United States .
We have very
good data…

…brain to tell you
that it needs to
rest a little. But I
would like to use
the underlying
data…

…French bread
that is supposed to
be perfect but isn't
always. It's the
same way that
you need a lot of
data…

…coffee - you
know it will be
wonderful. I'll
give you some
related data…

…mirror may
make you look at
the underlying
science. In fact,
there is very good
data…

…choice - but of
course we also
need surprises.
How many of
you believe that I
could use only
data…

…patient who
came in bored but
all of a sudden
this intense need
for creativity made
him feel alive
again. I could use
this data…

…data et cetera,
et cetera . On
hearing this,
everyone feels that
they're not
enough data…

…middle of all this
information,
there's hidden
meaning. You
don't have to be
an engineer to see
that you need
data...-

…you will see the
difference once
you look at the
science behind it
all. Consider this:
There was a
patient…

…happiness does
not imply to
constantly feel
happy. How
many of you
would agree? I
once had a
patient…

…brain - at least I
wouldn't put any
money on.
(Laughter.) Thank
you very much .
See, my doctor
once had a
patient…

…French income
distribution
suddenly assuming
that of the
United States . In
a way, this is
similar to a
patient…

…coffee that's
brewed just right.
And I would like
to tell you the
related story of a
patient…

…mirror might be
helpful the same
way that it has
been before. I
then remembered
the story of a
patient…

…choice to
consciously solve a
problem. To
illustrate my point,
I'll give you a
very dramatic
example of a
patient…

…patient who
really made me
want to reconsider
my profession et
cetera, et cetera.
I think it was my
first patient…

…data freely
available on the
internet. You
don't have to be
a one-buttock
player like my first
patient…

…middle of
voyages, there are
often beautiful
places that you
miss. I would like
to compare this to
a patient…

…you are looking
at the health of
the United
States . We a real
choice…

…happiness is a
continuous
journey.
(Applause.) Thank
you very much .
We truly have a
choice…

…brain to
consider that it is
mutating all the
time. How many
of you could
think this way? It
would be a good
choice…

..French products
becoming a very
ecological choice.
You don't have
to like it, but it is
a choice…

…coffee - that
really has to be
said once and for
all. More
importantly, all of
a sudden there is
this choice…

…mirror will not
get something bad
fixed et cetera, et
cetera . It's
therefore much
better to create a
choice…

…choice to
change the world.
One day I would
like to have the
choice…

..patient who did
not feel the same
way that
everyone would in
his situation.
Instead, he looked
at the choice…

…data on the
quality of our lives.
I'll give you a
couple of things to
ponder regarding
this choice…

…middle of
conflicts, we tend
to overrate
overrating the
differences at the
side. If you look
at the whole
picture, there's a
choice…

…you need
surprises - how
many of you
would not agree? I
believe that a
mirror…

…happiness is a
partial divergence
from pure
pleasure. When
you look at the
interaction of
these two, it's as if
a little mirror…

…brain to weigh
emotion and
experimental
evidence. You
don't have to
like it, but a
mirror…

…French people
who get very old.
And then all of a
sudden , we
realize that a
mirror…

…coffee making
you jittery et
cetera, et cetera .
So I thought
maybe a mirror…

…mirror model is
needed of the
United States .
Therefore, this
mirror…

…choice that
requires great
imagination.
(Applause.) Thank
you very much . I
think that a
mirror…

…patient which I
would like to
introduce to you in
more detail.
Looking at myself
in the mirror…

…data of what's
happening around
us. It's the same
way that a
mirror…

...middle there
was a guy named
Howard. I'll give
you a glimpse of
his wisdom. He
told me to look
into the mirror…

…you have a great
power with your
vote. I'll give you
a couple of
examples
regarding coffee…

…happiness is a
piece of art. You
don't have to
have three or four
cups of coffee…

…brain to be
creative all of a
sudden . It's like a
weekend in Rome
that's full of
coffee…

…French phrases
such as "et
cetera, et
cetera ". But I
should be more
specific when
referring to a milky
weak coffee…

…coffee because
it helps to free
decision making.
(Laughter.) Thank
you very much .
So let's have some
coffee…

...mirror does not
always reveal
pleasant surprises.
How many of
you would rather
consider coffee...

…choice that I
often discuss in my
seminars. When
you look at the
student's, they rely
on coffee…

…patient who is
health-wise on par
with the average
resident of the
United States .
He knows the
benefits of
coffee…

…data in this
world. I would
like to make you
think of it as
coffee…

…middle of it all,
you could see the
situation running
the same way
that a downward
spiral would. It
makes you yearn
for coffee…

...you can see this
in several places,
although you
don't have to
like it. A lot of it
has to do with
French...

…happiness is to
go along where
life takes you. And
all of a sudden ,
the world is full of
French…

…brain to
recognize the
exact way it's
supposed to think
et cetera, et
cetera . It is like
French...

…French people
being the first
although anyone
could do it. How
many of you
have ever thought
about French…

…coffee that you
won't like if you
look at how it
was made. That
would be like
French…

…mirror of our
lives quickly leads
to metaanalysis.
I'll give you my
opinion: It has to
do with French…

..choice to make
something happen
the same way
that others have
before us.
Consider French…

…patient where
my performance
was a disaster.
(Laughter.) Thank
you very much .
But I just thought
of the French…

…data of the
United States
health situation.
Compare this to
French…

…middle of the
world lies all the
knowledge and
wisdom we need.
I would like to
remind you of
French…

you can see the
beauty sink in
once you take the
time. Then all of
a sudden it
becomes easy for
the brain…

…happiness also
means keeping
your back straight
et cetera, et
cetera . But most
importantly, you
need the brain…

...brain to realize
that you look at
the averages only.
In this case you
want to get your
brain…

…French
intellectuals telling
us what the world
looks like. As an
alternative, I'll
give you a sixth
sense device,
allowing the
brain…

…coffee that is
quite nuanced in
the same way
that our neurons
are. Efficient
trimming causes
the brain…

…mirror for the
world would help.
For every single
one of us, I
would like to
compare our
brain…

...choice to
celebrate. You
don't have to be
superoutrageous
while doing it. You
can't just get your
brain…

…patient who
never came back.
How many of
you would agree
that I should have
gotten my brain...

…data to gain
insight, but not
make decisions.
(Applause.) Thank
you very much .
I'm now going to
show you we can
get our brain…

…middle of the
income
distribution,
there's equality.
You can't say that
of the United
States . It's hard
for the brain…

…you don't
diverge from the
path et cetera, et
cetera . That's
why I think the
way to true
happiness…

…happiness also
means looking at
the history of our
lives. I'll give you
a couple of
examples to show
that happiness…

…brain to change
the same way
that it did when
you were a kid.
Then happiness…

…French global
leaders. I would
like to see more
of them - and all
other leaders realizing that
happiness…

…coffee
sponsored for by
the administration
of the United
States . Who
wouldn't agree
that happiness…

…mirror in the
back does not
make you a
megahero.
Fortunately, you
don't have to be
one, because
happiness…

…choice to say
something. And
then all of a
sudden , it reveals
itself that
happiness…

…patient who was
very comfortable
with himself. If
you look at the
science behind it,
happiness…

..data to avoid any
surprises. But
how many of
you wouldn't see
this as kind of a
synthetic
happiness? Real
happiness…

…middle of
suppression,
genius is often
born. (Applause.)
Thank you very
much . This shows
that happiness…

…you need this
the same way
that you need
food. It's not nose
picking. You…

…happiness can
only be achieved
by connecting
with the world. I
would like to
share my
experience with
this. You…

…brain to connect
this information
with what we
know of the
United States .
However, once
these patterns
manifest, you…

…French flying
monks. (Laughter.)
Thank you very
much . You know,
you…

…coffee in the
morning to get us
all extremely
excited. You
don't have to
freak out, but
you…

…mirror is by far
not as nice as a
photo panorama.
All of a sudden ,
you…

…choice although
other people say
it's bad et cetera,
et cetera . But if
you're creative and
determined
enough, you…

..patient that
ended up doing
good for the
world. I'll give
you a couple of
examples. You….

…data to show
the difference only
once you look at
the details.
Otherwise it's just
chunky spaghetti
sauce. You…

…middle of all this
routine, creativity
is essential. How
many of you
would challenge
that? You…
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